Tips for Success: Surviving Finals

Finals are tough, especially for the Fall semester. You are fighting off sickness, distracted by the Thanksgiving break and winter holidays, and figuring out how to study for your first ever college finals. Here are some tips for making it through:

1. **Plan out your time as much as possible.** Almost all of our tips begin with making a plan, because organization and scheduling are essential to managing the college workload. With finals spread out over the week, two finals on the same day, or any other odd scheduling issues, it can be difficult to make sure you are leaving enough time to prepare for each exam or to write your papers. Plus, you may still want to hang out with your Lehigh friends before the long break. Schedules can help you stay on track. Also, as the Huffington Post’s College blog points out, **make sure you have checked the exam schedule** and that you don’t have any conflicting exams, you are correct on all the times, and you know what room you’re in; as they point out, “Missing an exam is the easiest way to fail.”

2. **Take care of your health and stress levels.** Again, we share this tip all the time, because it is super important. There is nothing worse than trying to wrap up a semester while feeling under the weather. Make sure you leave yourself time to sleep, wash your hands frequently, and eat well. Keep up whatever habits help you to de-stress, whether that is exercising or watching TV. While it can be difficult to let yourself relax when you know you have a major exam, taking care of yourself will improve your mental focus and clarity.

3. **Remember your motivation—and make sure it is something other than the grade.** At this point in the semester, you can feel worn down. It is easy to want to just finish the class, whether you perform at your absolute best or not. This feeling can especially be compounded if you feel that your grade goals are no longer achievable. To fight this sort of “mini-senioritis,” be mindful of your motivation for the class. What skills are you getting from the course that will be helpful to your future professional career? Do you have any goals related to the subject area that aren’t about the grade but about the content itself? If the course’s content isn’t directly relevant, how is the experience of the class helping you to be a better college student? Find the meaning behind your courses and focus on those benefits to help you make it through. Instead of a final hurdle before the end of the semester, think of your exams and papers as another way to practice your essential skills, demonstrate your mastery of important knowledge in your discipline, and reflect on what you’ve gained from the past 15 weeks.

For more specific suggestions, re-read our tips on procrastination, time management, to-do lists, and studying. For other ideas on how to survive finals, read these posts on Huff Post College blog, College Countdown, and Hack College. Hack College also has some great ideas on how to improve study sessions and increase your memorization skills. Good luck!

**Reflection Questions:** What do you need to do to wrap up the semester in a way that will feel successful and satisfying? Do you have a schedule to help you prepare efficiently for final exams and papers? What academic lessons, professional skills and new experiences has this semester given you?

**Want to be an Orientation Leader or Camp Hawk Counselor?**
- Do you want to gain leadership and facilitation experience?
- Are you interested in making new friends and campus connections?
- Would you like to support next year’s first-year students?
- Want to practice your interviewing skills?

Become an Orientation Leader or Camp Hawk Counselor! Great for all personality types, an Orientation Leader or Camp Hawk Counselor position develops your skill sets, introduces you to a host of new campus resources, and allows you to give back to the Lehigh community. Want to learn more? Come to an information session on Thursday, December 4, in Whitaker 303 at 7pm.

Applications are due by **Friday, January 23**. **Apply here!**

**Spring Prelusion: Discover Lehigh**

Great news – there’s a Spring Prelusion! **Discover Lehigh** will be running from Thursday, January 15-Saturday, January 17. Tours of North and South Bethlehem will highlight student hot-spots and re-introduce you to Bethlehem, an eclectic hub for music, shopping, arts, and entertainment. Throughout this adventure, you will fall in love with Lehigh all over again as you experience new parts of the Lehigh community, make new friendships, and share your new home with your peers!

For more information, please click **here**. You must register by **Wednesday, December 17**. **Apply now!**

*Need help financing Discover Lehigh? Apply for the Student Opportunity Fund [here](#)!*

Questions? Contact Kate Oliver at lehighOFYEgrad@gmail.com.

**Mark Your Calendars: Spring Club Expo**

The Spring Club Expo will be held on **Wednesday, January 21, 2015** from 4:00-5:30pm in the 3rd floor of the UC. This is your chance to find new ways to get involved on campus. Don’t miss it!

**Summer Reading 2015: Technology & the Digital World**

The Selection Committee voted on **Technology & the Digital World** as the theme for next year’s Summer Reading Program. If you have book or programming suggestions, we would love to hear them! Did you read an awesome science fiction book in high school that you think would connect with the theme? Did your English 001 or 011 teacher introduce you to an author you think other incoming students should know? Do you have an idea for an engaging 5x10 or activity that would link to the theme? Please submit your book recommendations [here](#) and email LehighSummerReading@lehigh.edu with any other feedback or suggestions. To learn more about the goals of the program, visit [our website](#).

We value student voices. Your suggestions will help us continue to strengthen the program for future first-years; please share your thoughts!

*Is there anything you’d like to see covered in this email? Send your suggestions to Emily at ess207@lehigh.edu.*